Gender equality and fertility: is there a
connection?*

Negli ultimi decenni, la ricerca ha suggerito che l’uguaglianza di genere potrebbe
avere un eﬀetto positivo sulla fecondità nei paesi ad alto reddito. Tuttavia, se
questa relazione sembra confermata su dati cross-sectional (tra paesi nello stesso
momento), risulta meno evidente longitudinalmente (stesso paese nel tempo),
come mostra Martin Kolk. Nel complesso, non c’è ancora una chiara comprensione
di ciò che accade alla fecondità quando i paesi si muovono verso una maggiore
uguaglianza di genere.
Demographers have long theorized that gender equality may be one of the
determinants of fertility in both low- and high-income societies. In the 20th century,
most researchers thought that as women got wider access to education and the
labour market, more of them would choose to have few or no children (e.g.,
th

Lesthaeghe, 1995). Indeed, across the world in the 20 century, fertility was much
higher in societies with low gender equality (Figure 1).

However, in the last decades this association has apparently switched to its
opposite: among developed countries, fertility is now higher in societies with
higher gender equality, such as Scandinavia (Figure 2). A few researchers have
recently theorized that the relationship between gender equality and fertility is Ushaped: higher gender equality may reduce fertility at ﬁrst, but eventually
encourages it. This is explained by the fact that in post-industrial, high-income
gender-egalitarian societies women do not have to choose between family and
career, and family-friendly policies are more common (Esping-Andersen 2016,
MacDonald 2000, Goldscheider, Bernhardt and Lappegård 2015). Such ideas are
becoming widespread, not only in social science, but also in mainstream media
such as the New York Times.

Greater gender equality leads to higher fertility.
Does it really?
In a recent study (Kolk, 2019), I examined whether gender equality in a society is
indeed related to fertility, but I tackled the issue from what I believe is a new
perspective.
I tested this relationship by examining how fertility (TFR) has evolved with gender
equality (female political empowerment) in 35 countries over the 20th century.
Cross-sectionally, my ﬁndings did not diﬀer from those of other scholars: since
2000, societies with greater gender equality have also had higher fertility (Figure
2).

However, I also checked whether the same pattern emerged when examining the

relationship between fertility and gender equality over time within a country. And,
contrary to much of the previous literature, I could not detect any such a pattern. It
is true that when gender equality ﬁrst increased, back in the 1960s and 1970s,
fertility also fell, but later on I found no relationship between the evolution of
gender equality and that of fertility. This conclusion (no relationship between the
two trajectories of gender equality and fertility when gender equality is high) is
robust: it is shown for each country descriptively in the article, and tested in a
series of regression models shown in Figure 3.

While very low gender equality is usually associated with high fertility (likely
because in such societies women are largely conﬁned to the private sphere, i.e.,

they are primarily housewives and mothers), high gender equality may come in
several diﬀerent shapes, and the associated fertility may be low or (relatively)
high. Of course, this may also depend on variables that are not controlled for by
my measure of gender equality, such as the extent to which the cost of
childrearing is socialized, for example through a generous family policy or
subsidized public day care.

An open-ended story
My study is an example of a relatively common phenomenon in the social sciences:
a pattern appears in cross-sectional analyses (diﬀerent countries observed at the
same point in time), but the same relationship does not emerge when studying a
single country (or a group of countries) over time. In northwestern Europe, for
instance, gender equality has improved massively in the last 50 years (as it has in
most other countries in the world), but fertility has not increased.
This is not to say that the two variables are necessarily independent of each other;
simply that their true connection is probably more complex than most observers,
including demographers, tend to believe.
*”Articolo presente anche sul sito www.niussp.org“
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